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ABSTRACT

The distribution of objects viewed in the same plane is oflen observed in materials
science. When the structure of objects, or that of their distribution remains invariant, whatever
the observation range may be, using fractal metrology can be worthwhile.

For this purpose, a "distribution index", independant of the regularity in shape of each
object can be proposed.

This distribution index is defined as the convergence exponent of a family of adjacent
geometrical elements (disks, squares, losanges...) used to describe the Apollonian packing of
the residual set E ofthe objects.

This characterization has been applied with success to metal, mineral or biological
materials for different applications working energy transfers at the interfaces.
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INTRODUCTION

A family of objects, whether regularly or irregularly shaped, dispersed in a planar
domain is common in Materials Sciences.

These objects are linked, for example, to solid phases (precipitates, inclusions,
aggregates, third bodies...) or voids (pores, corrosion pits...).

For their classification, an attempt can be made to these phases according to classical
morphological criteria, which describe either the objects themselves (shape, size, diameter...) or
their distribution (surface density, reciprocal distance statistics...)

When the structure of objects, or the structure of their distribution remains invariant,
according to the observation range, it would be a significant advantage to introduce an unified
notion of fractal metrology.

What is required is a "distribution index" that would be independant of shape, whether
regular or irregular.

A family of objects, dispersed on a plane, is characterized by its complementary set,
referred to a residual set.


















